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L- AND S-BAND ANTENNA CALIBRATION USING
CASS. A OR CYG. A

RALPH E. TAYLOR
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland.

Summary    This paper describes a stellar calibration technique, using the absolute flux
density from Cassiopeia A or Cygnus A, to determine effective antenna gain, or system
noise temperature, at the IRIG L- and S-band frequencies. Paraboloidal dish antennas,
ranging from 20 feet to 85 feet in diameter, can be calibrated using a total-power
conventional RF receiver. Previous investigators utilized a Dicke radiometer to perform
the same function.

It is recommended that the Cass. A and Cyg. A flux densities, known within several
tenths of a decibel, be utilized to calibrate IRIG antennas located on the North American
Continent. It is demonstrated that Cass. A and Cyg. A provide sufficient signal power to
calibrate a 20-foot diameter dish antenna; dish antennas up to 85-feet in diameter may be
calibrated without applying a beam correction factor. Precision values of absolute flux
density for Cass. A and Cyg. A are given for the 1700-1710 MHz space research, and
IRIG 1435-1540 MHz and 2200-2300 MHz bands. An accurate radio sky map is also
provided that may be scaled in frequency for the various bands.

Introduction    It is desirable to establish acceptable methods for accurately measuring
the system noise temperature and antenna gain of paraboloidal antennas, ranging from
20 feet to 85 feet in diameter, at the IRIG L-Band (1435-1540 MHz) and S-Band (2200-
2300 MHz) telemetry frequencies. This paper discusses the possibility of utilizing the
absolute flux density, from the radio stars Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A, to provide
determinations of these important system parameters from measurements with a
conventional RF receiver.

Kreutel,1 et al. employed a Dicke radiometer, and the nonthermal radio stars, to make
gain and noise temperature determinations in the 4 GHz and 6 GHz frequency ranges.
Findlay,2 etal. employed a similar radiometer when making a transit flux-density
measurement of Cass. A, at 1440 MHz, with a standard-gain pyramidal horn antenna at
the National Radio Astronomy Observatory. A Dicke radiometer was also employed by
the Air Force Western Test Range (AFWTR) in calibrating the Pillar Point 80-ft 



diameter parabolic dish antenna, at 2250 MHz, using Cass. A (private communication
from J. Keller, AFWTR).

A separate paper entitled, “VHF/UHF Antenna Calibration Using Radio Stars,” describes
work performed in NASA3 to develop a method of measuring antenna gain and system
noise temperature, at 136 MHz and 400 MHz, in the space tracking and data acquisition
network (STADAN). The subject paper investigates use of the same technique at the
IRIG L- and S-Band frequencies and quotes precision values of absolute flux density, for
Cass.A and Cyg. A, that can be used for making accurate antenna gain and noise
temperature determinations at these frequencies.

Hedeman4 references system noise temperature, at the IRIG L- and S-Band frequencies,
to a predicted solar flux density. On the other hand, the stellar flux densities for Cass. A
and Cyg. A are known.

Antenna Gain Measurement    Findlay,2 et al. constructed a standard-gain pyramidal
horn antenna to make an absolute flux density measurement of Cass. A at 1440 MHz.
This horn antenna had an effective antenna area of 9.447 square-meters (m2), at 1440
MHz, that was accurately determined from the physical dimensions of the horn. Since
the effective antenna area A was known, the absolute flux density F could be determined
from the relationship

(1)

where, )T = Tstar = effective noise temperature of radio star referred to antenna
receiving terminals, EK

    k = Boltzmann’s constant = 1.38 x 10-23 joule/EK
and,

(1a)

)T in (1) was measured with a calibrated Dicke radiometer. Furthermore, (1) is valid
only for a point source radio star, radiating randomly polarized noise, which is observed
with a linear or circularly polarized antenna.

Substituting (la) in (1) and solving for effective antenna gain gives

(2)



A block diagram of the Dicke radiometer and thermal calibration noise source, used in
Findlay’s observation, is shown in Figure 1; the resulting transit-crossing observation of
Cass. A is shown in Figure 2. Therefore, since the absolute flux density F and effective
noise temperature Tstar are known, the effective antenna gain G can then be determined
from (2) for an unknown antenna.

The ability to resolve a given effective noise temperature change, Tstar , essentially
determines the minimum gain that can be calibrated using (2). For example, Findlay used
an effective area of about 10 m2 to insure that sufficient signal power would be available
from Cass. A at 1440 MHz. This effective antenna area resulted in a value of Tstar • 10EK 
that could readily be resolved with the Dicke radiometer which had a temperature error
of only ±0.3EK for a single observation.

An effective antenna area of 10 m2 results from a horn with a geometrical aperture of
about 21 m2 that corresponds to an aperture roughly equivalent to a paraboloidal dish
antenna 17 feet in diameter. However, Findlay’s standard-gain antenna employed a
sensitive radiometer to measure Tstar , but it is desirable to calibrate the IRIG antennas
using a conventional RF receiver since the radiometer approach is more complicated.

Kraus5 states that the “total power” receiver configuration, shown in Figure 3, can
resolve a noise temperature change equal to

where Tsys = overall system noise temperature, EK
RC = post detection RC integrator time constant, sec. 
)f  = receiver predetection noise bandwidth, Hz.

For the Figure 3 receiving system, Tsys • 400EK, RC = 0.33 sec., and )f = 105 Hz (100
KHz). Substituting these parameters in the above equation gives a value

Consequently, the conventional RF receiver, shown in Figure 3, has sufficient sensitivity
to resolve the 10EK antenna temperature rise observed by Findlay for Cass. A. Therefore,
it is concluded that the Figure 3 system can be used to determine effective antenna gain
from (2) if a suitable means is available for calibrating the noise temperature rise, Tstar ,
due to the radio star. A square-law detector performs this function.

The square-law detector can be made self calibrating, by normalizing Tstar to Tsys, when a
detector output voltage ratio, proportional to these quantities, is measured. A unique



property of the square-law detector is that the output dc voltage is a linear function of the
input IF signal power; calibration is not necessary since the incremental detector voltage
change, )VDC , proportional to Tstar, is well within the 10 db linear dynamic range.

The voltage measurement, VDC, is made with the antenna main lobe pointing close to the
radio star towards a position in the sky that has the same galactic temperature as the
radio star background sky. Such a position results by shifting the main lobe parallel to
constant contour lines (see Figure 3); the radio star is located in a main lobe first null\,
This angular shift corresponds to an angle approximately equal to one-half the main lobe
beamwidth between the first nulls - sometimes referred to as the Rayleigh resolution
beamwidth. For a 20-foot diameter dish antenna with a half-power beamwidth of 2.40,
the Rayleigh beamwidth is only 3.9E .

The square-law detector/amplifier network provides a convenient means for obtaining
the voltage ratio, [) VDC/VDC] , that in turn is a measure of Tstar . By taking the ratio,
[) VDC/VDC], the receiver detector constantly , RF power gain, GRF Boltzmann’s constant,
k, receiver predetection bandwidth, )f, 25 db to 50 db of dc amplifier gain, GDC,
conveniently cancel from expressions of VDC and )VDC leaving

(3)

where Tsys = overall system noise temperature, EK and,



Equation (3) thus provides an independent means for determining Tstar that is a function
of the overall system noise temperature, Tsys , and the measured voltage ratio, [) VDC /
VDC]. A specific value of Tsys can in turn be determined from a radio sky temperature map
and several easily-measured receiving system parameters including receiver noise
temperature, TR .

Combining (2) and (3) gives an expression for effective antenna gain as

(4)

also, G  = , GR

where, GR = actual antenna gain at antenna terminals.

A direc t observation of the voltage ratio, [) VDC /VDC], is required for (4); therefore
sufficient signal power must be available from the radio star’s flux density to give a
discernible value for ) VDC above the background voltage, VDC. Based on observations
at 136 MHz and 400 MHz, the required minimum discernible voltage change results in
the criterion

(5)

A value of [) VDC /VDC] = 0.08 (8% change) has been observed3 at 136 MHz; a value of 
[) VDC /VDC] is now computed for 1440 MHz to further show that the Figure 3 receiving
system has sufficient sensitivity to determine the effective antenna gain of a 20-foot
diameter dish antenna using Cass. A or Cyg. A. A typical observation of the voltage rise
for Cyg. A at 400 MHz, using an 85-foot diameter dish antenna, is illustrated in Figure 4.
Arbitrarily defining the system parameters at 1440 MHz in (5) as,



The latter result demonstrates that Cass. A has sufficient flux density at 1440 MHz to
determine from (4) the effective antenna gain cvf a 20-foot diameter dish antenna using
the Figure 3 receiver configuration. Cyg. A is also a suitable celestial source for making
the same gain determination since the Cyg. A flux density is only 1.8 db below that for
Cass. A.

Cass. A and Cyg. A are both considered suitable signal sources for calibrating IRIG
antennas located on the North American continent since these celestial sources are
always at 30E, or more, above the local horizon. Allen and Gum6 have suggested a
minimum elevation angle of 30E for accurately viewing celestial sources with least
multipath signal fluctuation.

The celestial coordinate system used in this paper is expressed in right ascension, ", and
declination, *. Right ascension (R.A.) ranges from " = 0 to 24 hours, given in hours and
minutes, and * from 0 ± 90E expressed in degrees and minutes. At the earth’s equator,
* = 0E. Furthermore, the celestial coordinate system is referenced to a 1950.0 epoch
position.

Eqs. (1)-(5) are valid only for a point source radio star radiating a randomly-polarized
flux density observed with a linear or circularly polarized antenna. If the radio star
exhibits a degree of linear polarization, the determinations using (1)-(5) are less accurate;
however Morris7 et al. states that the linear polarizations for Cass. A and Cyg. A are less
than 0.25 percent at 1390 MHz - an insignificant amount. However, the 5 arc minute
angular diameter of Cass. A requires that an antenna beamwidth correction factor be
applied when determining the gain of a parabolic dish antenna greater than 85-feet in



diameter at 2200 MHz. When the angular diameter of the celestial source is equal to or
greater than approximately one-fourth the half power beamwidth of the antenna being
calibrated, KO’s8 beam correction factor is necessary.

However, the atmospheric attenuation correction factor,1 normally applied when
calibrating large antennas in the 4 GHz to 6 GHz range, can be neglected at 2200 MHz
for these determinations.

The values of the parameters that affect the antenna gain in (4) are accurately known, or
can be measured; the least accurate pararneter’is the measured voltage ratio, ) VDC /VDC .
However, measurements taken at 136 MHz show that the voltage ratio repeatability is
better than ±0.7 db (1 F value); greater precision should result at the higher L- and S-
Band frequencies due to a lower background sky temperature and narrower antennta
beams.

Noise Temperature Measurement    After having determined the effective antenna gain
of a given antenna, the overall receiving system noise temperature, Ts, can be
independently computed from the relationship

(6)

where, ) VDC > 0.

Both Cass. A and Cyg. A are suitable signal sources for the L- and S-Band frequencies;
however in using Cyg. A, the broad Cygnus X celestial “hot spot,” located close to Cyg.
A (see Figure 5), should be avoided. Otherwise, an erroneous system noise temperature
will result. The same limitations applicable to (1)-(5) also apply to (6).

Precision Flux Densities and Sky Temperatures    In order to compute effective
antenna gain and system noise temperature at various wavelengths requires that the radio
star flux density, F, and galactic sky temperature, Tsky , be known for various frequencies.
Appropriate relationship for scaling both F and Tsky with frequency are given as follows.

Precision values of flux densities for Cass. A and Cyg. A are given in Table 1 for the
1700-1710 MHz space research, and IRIG 1435-1540 MHz and 2200-2300 MHz bands.
Cass. A has a slow secular decrease of 1.1 percent per year, and a constant spectral
index, ( = 0.77, with frequency. On the other hand, the Cyg. A spectral index varys
slightly with frequency, but the Cyg. A flux density is in time invariant. The flux density
values for the upper two bands were scaled from the lower 1440 MHz band value. The
corresponding celestial coordinates for Cass. A and Cyg. A are given in Table 2.



Stellar flux density may be scaled with frequency from the relationship

(7)

( = spectral index
F0 = radio star flux density at f0 , wm-2 Hz-1

Fx= scaled flux density at fx ,wm2 Hz-1

f0 = reference radio frequency, MHz
fx = scaled radio frequency, MHz

Table 1. Precision Cass. A and Cyg. A Flux Densities
for Space Research and IRIG L- and S-Bands

Table 2. Celestial Coordinates for
Cass. A and Cyg. A

(after Pawsey,10 1955)



The, Cass. A and Cyg. A radio sky regions, measured by Eaton and Kraus 11 at 915 MHz
with a 40-foot diameter parabolic dish antenna, are shown in Figure 5. This radio sky
map may be scaled to other frequencies by using the empirical relationship developed by
Brown and Hazard12

(8)

Ty = galactic sky temperature at fy , EK
fy = reference radio frequency, MHz
fx = scaled radio frequency, MHz
Tx = scaled galactic sky temperature at f x , EK.

Frequency may be scaled over approximately a 3:1 range without introducing a serious
error in the scaled galactic sky temperature; the 915 MHz radio sky temperatures in
Figure 5 can therefore be scaled to include the 2200-2300 MHz band. At 1440 MHz, the
Cass. A and Cyg. A background galactic sky temperatures reduce to approximately 5EK
that is small compared to ground noise temperature and receiver front-end noise
temperature contributions.

Comparison of Stellar and Solar Calibration Methods    Advantages of the stellar
calibration method include:

1. Known stellar flux densities do not require predictions as does solar flux density.
2. Cass. A and Cyg. A are essentially point sources, with angular diameters less than

5 arc minutes, that do not require an antenna beam correction for dishes up to 85
feet in diameter at S-Band.

3. Radio stars have constant celestial positions; whereas the sun’s celestial
coordinates are variant in time.

On the other hand, the solar flux density provides higher “on source” receiver IF signal
power than stellar sources, and the auxiliary square-law detector/amplifier network is not
required for the solar calibration method. However, the stellar calibration method,
described herein, provides an independent determination of effective antenna gain from
absolute flux density, galactic temperature obtained from a radio sky map, and several
easily-measured receiver parameters.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of Dicke radiometer used by Findlay2, et al

Figure 2. Transit Observation of toss. A at 1440 MHz
(after Findlay, Hvatum, and Waltman-1965).



Figure 3. Block diagram, radio star calibration using conventional RF receiver.

Figure 4. Observation of Cyg. A at 400 MHz using 85-ft. dish antenna.



Figure 5. Cassiopeia A and Cygnus A radio Sky Regions at 915 MHz (after Eaton and Kraus, 1959)
 using 40-foot parabolic dish antenna.




